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What is a power chord?
A power chord is not really a chord at all. A chord is typically made up of three or more notes. A “power
chord” only requires two notes so is more properly referred to as an interval, specifically a fifth, created
by using the first and fifth note of the chords scale.

So isolated and played together you have a power chord like this. Pretty simple!

These “chords” are very useful for a couple of reasons. Most chords consist of the root, third, and fifth
intervals of their respective scales. It is the third that gives a chord its characteristic major or minor
sound. Power chords have no third giving them an ambiguous quality that is neither major nor minor.
Secondly, a great deal of rock and roll music utilizes distortion effects on the guitar, or in our case, uke.
Distortion does not play well with harmonic complexity. The fewer note the better in most cases. The
interval of the fifth, which is our power chord (or its inversion, the 4th), resonate in a way that works
quite well with distortion.

Let’s look at our basic power chord shape over a simple blues in A.

Pretty cool, huh? This shape also works on the first two strings of your uke, like so:

The next shape lets you play power chords your middle two strings

This can be useful for playing across the fretboard rather than constantly climbing up and down. Let’s
play our blues in A using these two shapes, as follows:

Now let’s look at some other power chord shapes and ways to use them.

Root-Fifth, 3 notes

Inverted Power Chord

Fifth on Bottom – 3 Notes

Fifth on the Bottom – 4 Notes

Bo Diddley Beat

Variation

Minor 6th Power Chord (no 5)

Add9 (sus2) Power Chord
Stacked Fifths

